CANADA - FORMULA 1 + BLACK BEAR HUNT

AIRPORT: Montreal - Quebec
DATES:
• F1: 06, 07, 08, 09 June 2013. Return, June 10.
• Bear Hunt: 01, 02, 03, 04, 05 June. Return on June 06, or incorporation to F1.
Accommodations: in Bear Hunt in hunting refuges over lake. In F1, Holliday Inn Hotel or similar.
PRICES:
Hunt+Formula 1 ..........................................3.275 €
Companion hunting+F1 ...............................1.725 €
Only Hunt ...................................................2.300 €
Hunting Companions ......................................750 €
Only Formula 1...............................................975 €
Bear Hunting:
Include: one guide for 4 hunters. Transports during the hunt. Accommodation in full broad. Trout fishing in
the lake. Hunting and fishing licences. Daily bear baiting. First trophy preparation.
Not included: flights. (around. 1.000€, depending of departure airport) Hotels before and after the Hunt.
Guns import taxes. Alcoholic beverages. CITES (Aprox. $200 by bear) Shipmen of trophies to final
destination. Items of personal nature. Tips. Renting of cars for personal use (recommended) Insurance and
documentation (100€)
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Formula 1:
INCLUDE: hotels (Holiday Inn or similar) only room. Transfer airport-hotel-airport. Three days Grand Prix
tickets, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, in Bronze Trip Package category.

Bronze Trio Package: This package gives you the opportunity to experience the Canada Grand Prix each day on a different
grandstand. On Friday and Saturday you’ll be watching the free practice and qualifying sessions from two different Bronze
grandstands: 22 (after the L’Epingle corner exit) and 31 (at the Concorde Bridge chicane). On race day, Sunday, you’ll benefit from
an excellent view in the middle of Canada Pavillion’s chicane when seated on grandstand Bronze 33. Here you’ll see cars arriving
from corner number 4 and then going through the corners number 5, 6 and 7.
Corner number 5 is a very open one, a bit parabolic and therefore a pretty fast section.
It allows you to enjoy fully the amazing technical specs of Formula 1 cars in action.
Pretty similar to grandstand Bronze 31, but with a shorter very fast section but more corners.

Silver Trio Package: This package gives you the opportunity to experience the Canada Grand Prix each day on a different
grandstand. On Friday and Saturday you’ll be watching the free practice and qualifying sessions from two different Silver
grandstands: 15 and 24. On Sunday, you’ll see the race located at the Senna corner when seated on grandstand Silver 12. This
Silver grandstand is located in the West section of the track, a few hundreds of meters away from the starting line (and the pitlane). The view to the corner on the right, Senna, is a very famous highlight of the Formula 1 World Championship, usually
generous with action, followed by the straight line. Be part of the legend on the Gilles-Villeneuve track at least once in your life
with these Silver tickets for Canada Grand Prix!
Up Grade: 130€

Gold Trio Package: This package gives you the opportunity to experience the Canada Grand Prix each day on a different
grandstand. During the free practice on Friday, you’ll be seated on grandstand Bronze 31, facing the Concorde Bride. On Saturday
you’ll watch the qualifying session seated from grandstand Silver 15 located in the L’Epingle corner and finally on the race day,
Sunday, you’ll have a seat on grandstand Gold 1, right at the starting line. You’ll have an unassailable view on the grid, the pitlane’s garages and the podium; not to mention a good view on an almost straight section along the pit-lane, between two corners
that will make you enjoy the most amazing cars in the world.
Up Grade: 210 €
NOT INCLUDED: flights (around 1.000€, depending of departure airport) other transfers, food and
beverages, tourist tours, and any specified here.
Warning 1: prices in F1 may change depending of the fights time of booking

Global Rescue is proud to partner with Sedna Safaris, and we have the same goal "To serve the hunter who
travels." As you hunter, you know that Global Rescue is the only company that offers medical evacuation service
rescue field. So, no matter if it is far from an airport, hospitals, roads, etc... Anywhere and anytime, Global Rescue will
come and pick you up and take you to where you want. Whether in a helicopter, an airplane, an ambulance or any
vehicle necessary, our medical teams can be evacuated from the most remote places. If you are not afraid to hunt
outside the traditional routes, your medical evacuation company neither has it.
IMPORTANT WARNING: these programs aren’t a contractual document, nor a contract package. This company acts
as representative of the company and the final programs are made for information purposes only. Prices may vary
without notice for reasons beyond the control of our company and its representation. Cancellation policy according
outfitters. The customer acknowledges having read and understood this warning.

Beatriz de Bobadilla, 13-28040 Madrid-Spain
Tel. y Fax: +34 917 342 002 / Mob: +34 629 024 132
info@sednasafaris.com
www.sednasafaris.com
Copyright © 2007 Sedna Safaris, S.A. Todos los derechos reservados
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